
2005年专 参四 考答案

PART I  DICTATION

The Wrist Watch

It is generally believed that wrist watches are an exception / to the normal sequence in the 

evolution of man's jewelry. / Reversing the usual order, they were first worn by women, / and then 

adopted by men. / In the old days, queens included wrist watches among their crown jewelry. / 

Later, they were worn by Swiss workers and farmers. / Until World War I, Americans associated 

the watch with fortune hunters. / Then army officers discovered that the wrist watch was most 

practical for active combat. / Race car drivers also loved to wear wrist watches, / and pilots found 

them most useful while flying. / Soon men dared to wear wrist watches without feeling 

self-conscious. / By 1924, some 30 percent of man's watches were worn on the wrist. / Today, the 

figure is 90 percent. / And they are now worn by both men and women / for practical purposes 

rather than for decoration. 

PART II  LISTENING COMPREHENTION
 1-5 CABAD 6-10 BACBA 11-15 CBDBD 16-20 BDBAB
21-25 DBBCA 26-30 CBDCA

PART III  CLOZE
31-35 AABAA 36-40 CCABC 41-45 BDBAD 46-50 DDBCD

PART IV  GRAMMAR & VOCABULARY
51-55 AABBD 56-60 ACBBC 61-65 ADCCD 66-70 BDBBC
71-75 DABAC 76-80 ACDDB

PART V  READING COMPREHENTION
Text A Text B Text C Text D

81-85 CADBC 86-89 ABDA 90-94 BADCC 95-100 BDACBB

PART VI  WRITING
SECTION A

My Idea of a University Arts Festival
[1]As for me, it’s such good news that a n arts festival is to be held next semester. [2] I 

suggest there should be English operas composed and acted by students themselves.

Of course there are many benefits of the English operas, but generally they [2]come down to 

two major ones. [4]For one thing, these activities can demonstrate students “English abilities. 

After at least six years” English learning, students [5]are in a position to compose and act an 

English opera. So during the coming arts festival, the operas can display students efforts put into‟

English learning all through the years. [4]For another, it can stimulate the students who watch the 

operas [6]as well as the participants to study English with motivation and enthusiasm. They will 

see the gap of English levels between them and some other participants. Students can gain a lot of 

fun both through watching and participating. So, English learning becomes an interesting thing. 

[7]In conclusion, English operas have dual benefits to both the participants and the spectators. 

So, [8]it is quite necessary to have the English operas composed and acted by students during the 

coming arts festival and other similar festivals. 



SECTION B

[1]July 10, 2005

[2]Dear Hilda,

I have two tickets to a [3]concert given by a famous orchestra at the International Exhibition

Center next Sunday. [4]I want to invite you to go to the concert with me, [5]since I

know orchestral concerts are always your favorite. You will have no regret for going to the concert.

Look forward to your reply.

Yours,

Peter


